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ABSTRACT: RMS (Remote Management System) is an intranet-based remote laboratory environment for technical education. The necessary architecture to maintain academic integrity and imparting quality laboratory education via remote laboratories involving the instructor, faculty, and the students has been discussed. Intranet-based laboratory teaching and learning may be augmented by virtualization protocols for teacher-student interaction. Remote laboratory management system ensuring quality of service, security, and monitoring of student progress has been proposed. The main contribution of this paper is to develop a reference model which may help the educators to monitor the student system activities and even to control the student through remote messages; it can be sent to the student via chat application. RMS (Remote Management System) is an administrative tool that is platform independent, which is designed to facilitate the system administrators to install software and troubleshoot the problems from the server side.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CELLULAR phones have shown a dramatic improvement in their functionality to a point where it is now possible to have cellular phones execute Java programs. As a result, cellular users throughout the world are now able to read and write e-mail, browse Web pages, and play Java games using their cellular phones. This trend has prompted us to propose the use of a cellular phone as a device for remotely controlling computers. For example, if a cellular user is able to remotely access computers (such as workstations in offices and personal computers (PCs) in homes) or other networked digital appliances, it would provide the user with the following capabilities:

• To see the contents of a file placed on the desktop of a remote computer
• To reboot a remote server as an administrator

This project presents a virtual network computing (VNC) based architecture for accessing the desktop of remote systems MS-Windows from a server. It is assumed that the remote computer system is running a VNC server and that it is attached to a network. The admin or user can see and manipulate the desktop on the remote place.

The most sophisticated form of remote access enables users on one computer to see and interact with the actual desktop user interface of another computer. Setting up remote desktop support involves configuring software on both the host (local computer controlling the connection) and target (remote computer being accessed). When connected, this software opens a window on the host system containing a view of the target's desktop.

Current versions of Microsoft Windows include Remote Desktop Connection software. However, this software package only supports target computers running Professional, Enterprise or Ultimate versions of the O/S, making it unsuitable for use with many home networks. For Mac OS X computers, the Apple Remote Desktop software package is also designed for business networks and sold separately. For Linux, various remote desktop software exists.

This system should able to communicate with the remote system and can find out whole description about the remote system and can have control on the peripheral devices connected to remote system from the mobile phones. The
remote system administrate tasks can also be performed from the cellular phone. Whether you are travelling on business or you are out of office, this system will give you the right solution to keep you connected. In computing, this is a graphical desktop sharing system which uses the protocols to remotely control another computer, but now we are trying to implement access to remote computers from Android phones. It transmits the keyboard and mouse events from remote computer to cellular phones. This system makes use of Virtual Network Computing-VNC are platform-independent — a VNC is a viewer on any operating system and can usually connect to a VNC server on any other operating system.

There is a server in Java that can be used to communicate to any operating system running Java. This system can be use to remote technical support and getting access to files on remote computer.

Many remote desktop solutions are based on Virtual Network Computing (VNC) technology. Software packages based on VNC work across multiple operating systems. The speed of VNC and any other remote desktop software can vary, sometimes performing effectively the same as the local computer but other times exhibiting sluggish responsiveness due to network latency.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

In Existing System controlling the experiment instrumentation through a computer interface, using virtual instrumentation or virtual reality environments; and directly controlling the experiment instrumentation by remote access to control software[6]. [1] Borting Chen et al., proposed a Desktop Application Service (DAP) Framework. The framework components manage desktop applications and interact with browsers. Service Manger - The service manager processes application requests and manages the applications’ life cycle to support a Web server in hosting multiple desktop applications simultaneously. Service Agent - The service agent converts the graphical output of an application to Web content, allowing a browser to render the application window inside its viewing area. It provides for multiuser access. Several virtual machines are installed on the central server and connected to experiments. Users can access all the experiments through the regular web browser from any remote computer without any additional soft-ware. The LabShare Sahara Web-interface includes real-time audio/visual monitoring tools to provide the users more realistic perception of experiments [7]. JING MA AND JEFFREY V. NICKERSON says simulated labs are the imitations of real experiments. The entire infrastructure required for laboratories is not real, but simulated on computers. Remote labs are characterized by mediated reality. Similar to hardson labs, they require space and devices[8]. [9] Ingvart Gustavsson, et al, says free access to online experimental resources as a supplement to the equipment in traditional laboratories. A Laboratory Using Remote Desktop, Collaborative Remote Laboratories,[10] Cheng-I Chen, The installation of numerous terminal units usually would increase the cost for the wide-area measurement., Remote Installation , Arsen Melkonyan, et al, says Remote connectivity services to lab providers using a Relay Gateway Server Architecture and they designed new Remote desktop architecture[11]. [2] Bernd Eger et al. proposed a check pointing method for efficient process. The Efficient Check pointing Method to reduce space and time of running VMs David Roth proposed VDI- Virtual Desktop Infrastructure implementation the desktop images are accessed over a network using a remote desktop protocol Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) – Cloud based virtual. Desktop Comparison of both VDI and DaaS. Bei Guan et al., proposed VMM(Virtual Machine Monitor)

Communication-aware inter-VM scheduling (CIVSched) technique that takes into account the communication behavior between inter-VMs running on the same virtualization platform.

Limitations of Existing System:

• No Interaction between student and staff
• No lively Environment – Student can read the content but cannot see the practical things.
III. PROPOSED MODEL

The principle of mobile cloud computing physically separates the user interface from the application logic. Virtual network computing (VNC) is a desktop sharing system which uses the RFB (Remote Frame Buffer) protocol to remotely control another computer. It transmits the user events from one computer to another relaying the screen updates back in the other direction, over a network using Buffered IO Stream.

In a mobile cloud computing environment, the remote display protocol deliver complex multimedia graphics over wireless links and render these graphics on a resource constrained mobile device. Offloading applications to the cloud is a straightforward way to save on energy consumption because the amount of local processing is reduced. Efficient compression techniques to reduce the amount of exchanged data are done using compression techniques and versatile graphics encoding, downstream data peak reduction and Optimization of upstream packetization overhead.

Virtual Network Computing protocol is used to access Graphical User Interface of remote computer. It is based on the concept of a Remote Frame Buffer or RFB. The system will use Remote method invocation (RMI) and screen image capturing techniques of API’s to implement VNC. All functions such mouse clicking, opening files, Playing media can be perform on server computer

While developing the system portability was the main aim of our system. To achieve portability targeting the architecture was main issue, we proposed a VNC based architecture. VNC is an implementation of a remote display system based on a Remote Frame Buffer (RFB) protocol. It consists of VNC servers running on one or more remote computers, a Smart VNC (SVNC) proxy, and a SVNC viewer on Server. A VNC server sends a remote desktop display as bitmap images in RFB protocol. A SVNC proxy converts the display image and then transfers the converted image to a SVNC viewer in response to a user request that was received from that SVNC viewer. Then, the SVNC viewer displays the transferred images. Key events received by the SVNC viewer are transmitted to a SVNC proxy that converts them and sends them to the server. When the user first tries to connect to a remote computer, he must specify his user name and password for authentication as well as the host name of the computer that is running a VNC server. If authentication succeeds, the SVNC proxy establishes a session with the VNC server and the SVNC viewer starts user services. Usually, color display images are transferred from the SVNC proxy to the SVNC viewer. However, while the user is manipulating the remote desktop, such as scrolling and moving the pointing device, the display images are gray-scaled to reduce the number of bytes required to encode the image.

IV. DESIGN TECHNIQUES

A) RFB PROTOCOL

RFB (remote frame buffer) is a simple protocol for remote access to graphical user interfaces. Because it works at the frame buffer level it is applicable to all windowing systems and applications of Windows. RFB is the protocol used in VNC (Virtual Network Computing). The remote endpoint where the user sits (i.e., the display plus keyboard and/or pointer) is called the RFB client or viewer. The endpoint where changes to the frame buffer originate (i.e., the windowing system and applications) is known as the RFB server. RFB is truly a "thin client" protocol. The emphasis in
the design of the RFB protocol is to make very few requirements of the client. In this way, clients can run on the widest range of hardware, and the task of implementing a client is made as simple as possible. The protocol also makes the client stateless. If a client disconnects from a given server and subsequently reconnects to that same server, the state of the user interface is preserved. Furthermore, a different client endpoint can be used to connect to the same RFB server. At the new endpoint, the user will see exactly the same graphical user interface as at the original endpoint. In effect, the interface to the user's applications becomes completely mobile. Wherever suitable network connectivity exists, the user can access their own personal applications, and the state of these applications is preserved between accesses from different locations. This provides the user with a familiar, uniform view of the computing infrastructure wherever they go.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We developed a model for desktop capturing which also know as desktop as a service. With this model we can monitor and control the client machine from the server itself, Based on our experiments client desktop has been captured with...
high quality and low latency compare to windows remote desktop software. The performance also increased while capturing the desktop, without any delay the desktop has been viewed in the server. Conventional desktop applications are redesigned as a portable view.

Also we can access the full functionality of the desktop system. So we use internet connection and some the protocols are used for effective communication. This process increases the reliability, and able to access the full functionality of the desktop system of anywhere in the organization i.e., we can able to access the remote desktop system.

Here we have captured the desktop of our Lab PC with high quality with low latency; we have proved that our virtualization technique will give significant performance over all other desktop virtualization.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

This project developed in java so it can support any platform to run, it is useful in monitoring the activities of student in lab and it can be used for Remote classroom education, it can have so many real time applications like teleconferencing, remote maintenance etc., we limited the desktop capturing technique in standalone PC, further we enhance this technique to capture the PC desktop via mobile and capture mobile screen from another mobile device etc., Already many work is going for capturing desktop in mobile application but it is having only limited functionalities but we focus our research to capture the desktop of PC in mobile with full functionalities.
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